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WED01MAR
SALT. MAGAZINE: THE FURIES ISSUE LAUNCH @ DEPTFORD X
(19:00)
SALT. Magazine is a contemporary art and feminism journal, launching its
9th issue themed The Furies; femme spirits of justice and vengeance. The
Furies, who can never be adequately formalised, differing in number and
name, being both women and at once a storm cloud or swarm of insects,
will act as a entry point into discussions of contemporary embodiment and
rage. In this issue we turn to writing and artworks that use frustration or
shame to boil up and out of oneself, becoming animal or becoming monster.
Join us for an evening of readings and performances from Jessica Worden,
Dyveke Bredsdorff, Morgan Potts, Alex Quicho and the collective Erinyes.
WED01MAR-FRI32MAR
WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH @ EAST LONDON
Women’s groups, artists, activists, performers, writers, arts, media and
community organisations are celebrating WOMENS HISTORY MONTH in
East London, and International Women’s Week in Tower Hamlets, with a
remarkably diverse range of events and exhibitions.
WED01MAR-SUN19MAR
AWAN2017 A FESTIVAL OF ARAB WOMEN ARTISTS @ RICH MIX
AWAN is a festival that provides a platform to exceptionally talented Arab
women artists, to increase the visibility of their work and expose new
audiences to these under-represented communities and cultures. This year
the programme has been diversified to include artists residing outside of
the UK for a versatile mix of art forms and artists coming together under
the one roof of Rich Mix London! We also have a programme of careerdevelopment workshops aimed at female Arab artists.
WED01MAR
LGBTQ HISTORY CLUB
A regular monthly meeting to explore and share lesbian, gay, trans, bisexual
and queer histories.
Keep up to date with the programme here.
Contact LMA to be added to the emailing list.
THU02MAR
THREADS @ ESPACIO GALLERY
PV 18:00 – 21:00
Threads showcases the work of more than 50 artists from around the
world in a specially-curated show for Women’s History Month featuring a
host of special events. Expect an international exploration of the threads
that transcend the divisions of country, culture, language, and religion to
connect us all through our gender, humanity, experiences, friendship and
relationships.
WED01MAR - WED31MAY
DAVID HOCKNEY: FOURTEEN POEMS FROM CP CAVAFY @ THE
BRITISH MUSEUM
This small display showcases a series of etchings by Hockney, published
in 1967, that were inspired by the poet Constantine Cavafy’s works
– particularly those about love and desire between men.
WED01MAR
THIS YOUNG MONSTER: CHARLIE FOX & JENNIFER HIGGIE IN
CONVERSATION
19:00 – 21:00 (free)
Conversation between frieze editor Jennifer Higgie and Charlie Fox, whose
debut This Young Monster is published by Fitzcarraldo Editions on 22
February 2017.
What does it mean to be a freak? Why might we be wise to think of the
present as a time of monstrosity? And how does the concept of the monster
irradiate our thinking about queerness, disability, children and adolescents?
WED1MAR – SAT29APR
MARIA LASSNIG: A PAINTING SURVEY, 1950 – 2007 @ HAUSER AND
WIRTH
Spanning work made from the 1950s to the end of the artist’s life, this
survey traces Maria Lassnig’s evolution from early experiments with
abstraction to a richly inventive figuration and the refinement of her ‘body
awareness’ paintings, in which she captured physical sensation as felt from
within.
THU02MAR-SUN26MAR
QUEER CITY: LONDON CLUB CULTURE 1918 – 1967: “CARAVAN”
@ FREUD’S CAFE
This March, the National Trust and The National Archives re-create The
Caravan, ‘London’s most bohemian rendezvous’, a queer-friendly members
club of 1934. The recreation will take place at the now well-known Freud
Cafй-Bar – in almost the exact spot of The Caravan’s original location.
THU02MAR
CLUB DES FEMMES PRESENTS #IWD 2017: GUERILLAS IN OUR MIDST
& EAT THE KIMONO @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
19:00 (£9.50/£7.50)
As part of the Whitechapel’s ongoing Guerilla Girls exhibition: ‘Is it even
worse in Europe?’, CdF will be introducing these two awesome films about
feminist performance artists.
Guerillas In Our Midst
Dir. Amy Harrison, USA, 1992, 35 mins
Eat the Kimono
Dir. Clare Hunt & Kim Loginotto, UK, 1989, 60 mins
THU02MAR
WE ARE ONE, WE ARE MANY, WE ARE BLACK @ GOLDSMITHS GLITS
(Goldsmiths Seminar)
Intersectionality begets cultural and social gridlock as writers Piri Thomas,
Edwidge Danticat and Junot Diaz make manifest Afro Latino characters in
the world of literature.
Depicted in genres of fiction and memoir, how does African heritage,
stratified by gender, migration, class and nationhood shape these literary
figures and reveal a world so kaleidoscopically composed?

THU02MAR
DAVID HOYLE: TRIUMVIRATE @ THE ROYAL VAUXHALL TAVERN
19:00 – 23:00 (£10/£12)
March madness rules at the RVT as avant-cabaret legend David Hoyle
returns with three very special shows. Post-graduation, post-gender,
impossible to beat, join our all-star family for live art, performance and
music to blow away those winter cobwebs.
FRI03MAR
LAUNCH OF WOMEN’S ART LIBRARY APP @ GOLDSMITHS
17:30 – 19:30
It is an occasion for women artists, academics, students and all other
members of the interested public to engage with materials from the
Women’s Art Library, learn more about the Library and try on the recently
released WAL App.

FRI03MAR
MARY BEARD: WOMEN IN POWER @ THE BRITISH MUSEUM
18:30–19:30 (£5)
Mary Beard, Professor of Classics at the University of Cambridge, and author
of SPQR, The Parthenon and Pompeii, looks at the image and reality of
women in power, from the myth of matriarchy to Theresa May.
FRI03MAR
BLACK DOTS IN WHITE BOXES @ THE ICA
18:30
What does it mean to be a female curator of colour? What does it mean to
curate from the ‘black’ female body? How does one navigate the politics
inscribed in the body? In response to the current Helen Johnson exhibition
Warm Ties, Black Dots in White Boxes brings together four curators to
catalyse a critical discussion examining ‘blackness’ in the curatorial.
SAT04MAR
GENDER, IDENTITY AND MATERIAL @ RA
11:00-16:00
Drop in and explore themes of gender, identity and material in video work
by current and graduate artists from the RA Schools. To kick off our weeklong celebration of International Women’s Day, discover contemporary video
work by current and graduate artists from the RA Schools that explores
themes of gender, identity and material.
SAT04MAR
OREET ASHERY: GENDER MATERIALITY @ RA
15:00-16:30
As gender moves beyond the binary of male/female dichotomies, artists are
looking at gender subversion as material for their work. Artist and visiting
professor Oreet Ashery will guide a conversation exploring how gender
can be used as material for artistic practice.
SUN05MAR
THE 30 TRACKS THAT MAKE ‘IT’S A SIN’ BY PET SHOP BOYS
@ TATE MODERN
13:30–17:30
Wolfgang Tillmans has always been interested in the production of music.
As part of his installation in the Tanks, he will present all thirty tracks that
make up the multi-layered soundscape of ‘It’s a Sin’ (1987) by Pet Shop Boys.
In doing so, a familiar piece of pop music is transformed into an expansive
sound installation.
SUN05MAR
TECHNOLOGIES OF ROMANCE @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
13:45–18:00 (£12.50/£10.50)
This half-day Sunday symposium has been convened to launch
‘Technologies of Romance’, a new book written by artist, writer and
lecturer Paul O’Kane, and published by eeodo. This event brings together
leading academics, feminist film theorist Sophie Mayer, and renowned
feminist filmmaker Kim Longinotto, to explore film as a particular historical
technology and cultural agency influencing our understanding of narrative,
romance and Romanticism.
MON06MAR-WED15MAR
TRANSGENDER, GENDER AND PSYCHOANALYSIS @ DRAPER HALL
An exhibition of visual art including painting, sculpture, film, photography
and installation. A thoughtful and moving exploration of creativity, gender
and the unconscious.

MON06MAR
QUEER FEMINISMS ON FILM: FIRE-INTRODUCED BY NAZMIA JAMAL
@ CENTRE FOR FEMINIST RESEARCH, GOLDSMITHS
18:00 – 21:00
A special film series on Black and Brown queer and feminist films
highlighting the stories of women, trans and non binary people. This is the
first of 6 screenings that feature selected films and documentaries with
introductions by artists, writers and activists.
B.D WOMEN (1994), 20 minutes
Fire (1996), 108 minutes
Upcoming screenings include:
6:00pm Wed 22 March: Born in Flames (Dir. Lizzie Borden, 1983, 80min)
This film series is curated by Chandra Frank and Ama Josephine Budge, and
hosted by the Centre for Feminist Research.
MON06MAR
FEMININITY AND REVOLUTION: WOMEN IN EARLY SOVIET ART, 19171932 @ THE ROYAL ACADEMY
13:00 – 14:00
Natalia Budanova examines the representation of women in early Soviet art
and its reflection of the changing role of women in post-revolution society.
MON06MAR
UNDER THE COUNTER @ THE ROYAL ALBERT HALL
12:00 (£6.10)
Taking inspiration from the transformative counterculture era, students
from the BA and MA Performance Design and Practice course, as well as
students from Drama Centre London (Foundation Studies in Performance)
will offer an international perspective in shifting cultural norms in Under
the Counter – a unique promenade performance at the Royal Albert Hall.
Journey around the Hall’s more unusual and often unseen spaces for a
mix of live experiences and presentations that feature installation, theatre,
music and much more.
MON06MAR – SAT08APR
#51% REMEMBER HER @ TOWER GALLERY
Launching on International Womenʼs Day Wednesday March 8th
#51%RememberHer references London’s 51 per cent female population and
is the inaugural exhibition of over 100 women artists featuring sculpture,
painting, animation, installation, photography, drawing, performance,
graffiti, spoken word, history walks, talks and special events throughout the
month.
TUE07MAR
T’ART @ BONES AND PEARL GALLERY
12:00-19:00
T’ART brings together a range of visual artists, whose work explores themes
of feminine identity. Each artist tackles the theme in an idiosyncratic
way, examining aspects of gender identity, feminist issues or personal
perspectives. This year, the theme for IWD is #BeBoldForChange so artists
will also be considering how to forge change in today’s political and social
climate. Works celebrate, critique, challenge, ridicule and reflect notions
of femininity in our society and internationally.
TUE07MAR
BOOK LAUNCH: “EUROPEAN SEXUAL CITIZENSHIP” @ UNIVERSITY OF
ROEHAMPTON
This book resorts to the concept of “multisexual citizenship” to describe
a model of sexual citizenship that breaks the bond of presumed loyalty
to the nation-state and allows multiple configurations of desires, bodily
expressions and erotic and sentimental attachments.
TUE07MAR-SUN26MAR
SPRINT FESTIVAL @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
Sprint is CPT’s flagship annual festival of adventurous new performance. For
twenty years, it’s been hosting the most eye-opening new talents in theatre
– many of whom are now fixtures on major stages worldwide. In 2017, we
can promise you another intense hit of creativity: three weeks of shows like
you’ve never seen shows before, by the most exciting theatre-makers you’ve
yet to meet.
WED08MAR – SAT11MAR
BRAVADO @ Camden people’s theatre
19:15 (£12 / £10)
Scottee grew up around strong, brave and violent men and boys.
BRAVADO is his memoir of working class masculinity from 1991 to 1999 as
seen by a sheep in wolfs clothing.
BRAVADO explores the graphic nature of maleness and the extent it will go
to succeed. Blood, spit and tears are set against the drunken backdrop of
aggressive sensitivity and Oasis songs.
WED08MAR
ARTIST IN FOCUS: DAME LAURA KNIGHT @ THE ROYAL ACADEMY
11:30 – 12:00
Celebrate International Women’s Day by joining Senior RA Collection Curator
Helen Valentine behind-the-scenes in the Library as she discusses the work
and life of Dame Laura Knight, the first woman ever to be elected Royal
Academician.
WED08MAR
NOVA NIGHTS: PROGRESSIVE TRANSGRESSIVE & UNDERGROUND
@ THE HORSE HOSPITAL
19:00 (£5/£7)
Conceived and hosted by Billy Chainsaw
“CHANGE ITSELF – AN ART APART: GENESIS P-ORRIDGE”
DIRECTOR: CARL ABRAHAMSSON. 58 mins, Sweden, 2016.
“SUB UMBRA LUNA”
DIRECTOR: CARL ABRAHAMSSON. 60 mins, Sweden, 2016.
“DEMENTIA” + AD HITCHIN ‘live’ SPOKEN WORD
DIRECTORS: CHAINSAW & COLLIER. 3 mins, UK, 2017
WED08MAR
SOAPBOX: WOMAN, WHERE ART THOU? @ TATE BRITAIN
11:00–13:00
Think of your three favourite visual artists.
Are any women on your list?
If not, why do you suppose this is?
For International Women’s Day 2017, N. N. D., Producer/Presenter of ‘The
Workplace’ on Resonance 104.4FM explores female artists, their work and
place in our consciousness.
THU09MAR
MY MOTHER’S DAUGHTER @ THE FREE SPACE GALLERY
PV 18:30
My Mother’s Daughter is an exhibition of sensitive photographic works
by three artists examining the loss and legacy of their mothers. In each of
the works the artists have found a unique method of retaining the bond
between mother and daughter, in an exploration of grief, motherhood,
genetic inheritance and their continuing role as daughters.
THU09MAR
WOMAN’S PLACE: GENDER PERSPECTIVES OF BELONGING AND
DESTRUCTION IN ISRAEL/PALESTINE @ SOAS
17:00 – 18:00
Taking the feminist insight that home is a key political concept, this talk
examines home-making—which is also a matter of nation-building and
individual, as well as collective identities—in contexts of settler colonialism,
specifically in Israel/Palestine. In such contexts “home” emerges as a
site wherein hierarchies and modes of domination are re-inscribed and
contested, rather than a simple refuge from violence.
THU09MAR – MON29MAY
GILLIAN WEARING AND CLAUDE CAHUN: BEHIND THE MASK,
ANOTHER MASK @ NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY
The exhibition Gillian Wearing and Claude Cahun: Behind the mask, another
mask brings, together for the first time the work of French Surrealist artist
Claude Cahun and British contemporary artist Gillian Wearing.
THU09MAR – SAT08APR
NICOLE MORRIS: SISTERS @ THE SPACE INBETWEEN
Space In Between is delighted to present the second gallery solo show of
London-based artist Nicole Morris. Titled Sisters this body of new work
explores ideas of growing up as a girl whilst, at the same time, growing up
in an urban environment – looking at public development alongside that
of human growth.
THU09MAR
TRANSCESTORY @ LONDON COLLEGE OF FASHION
19:00 – 20:30
A panel discussion exploring how to spot, save and collect trans and queer
theirstory. Part of Museum of Transology exhibition events programme, the
panel will be followed by Q+A session. The discussion is chaired by E-J Scott,
exhibition curator.
THU09MAR-SAT27MAY
TWO FOLD @ CHISENHALE DANCE
Twofold is a festival of duet work. TwoFold is an opportunity to mark the
conclusion of the series by sharing all the projects made, alongside duet
collaborations by other artists, a symposium on issues around working in
pairs, and workshops.
FRI10MAR
CAN THE ARCHIVE SPEAK? WITH 198 CONTEMPORARY ARTS AND
LEARNING @ TATE MODERN
18:00–20:00
Hear curator Chandra Frank talk about her curatorial practice and explore
subjectivity in relation to the archive and exhibition space.
Drop in to hear about her current project with 198 Contemporary Arts and
Learning which continues her research into how queer and feminist archives
may function as a vessel for creating different forms of intimacy.
FRI10MAR
BEING A WOMAN ARTIST @ THE BRITISH MUSEUM
18:30–19:30 (£5/£3)
The 1970s saw the rise of second-wave feminism, with challenges to the
dominant art historical narrative of ‘woman as object’ and ‘man as viewer
and artist’.
This panel discussion explores the ways in which female artists from the
late 1960s to the present day have demanded space for the female voice
and body, creating new forms and dialogues, and changing the traditional
structures of the art world.
FRI10MAR
GENDERED MATERIALS: PANEL DISCUSSION
18:30 – 19:45 (£12/£6)
Join us for a panel discussion exploring the relationship between art, gender
and materials and how an artist’s process, biography and scale of work can
shape our reading of gendered art practice.
SAT11MAR
OFF WHITE! BECOMING VISIBLE AND TAKING CONTROL @ TATE
MODERN
14:00–20:00
Drop in to a day of interactions, performances, and workshops exploring
networks of exchange, autonomy and collectivity.
Is creative action possible in a time of hyper economic pressures, increased
visibility of structural racism, cuts to arts and education and the cultural
exploitation of othered voices?
SAT11MAR-SUN12MAR
TRANSGENDER, GENDER AND PSYCHOANALYSIS @ FREUD MUSEUM
09:30-17:00
By crossing the ‘gender divide’, the trans movement has radicalised the
question of what it means to be a man or a woman, uncovering a fertile
space in which the emancipatory deconstruction of sexual identity flirts with
the certainties of essentialism. The 2017 SITE Conference in collaboration
with the Freud Museum will approach these questions critically while
exploring new horizons from which to address the complex issues of sexual
identity and gendered positioning.
SUN12MAR
GRRL ZINE FAIR @ MOTH CLUB
16:00-23:00
A variety of zines will be on sale alongside workshops and bands, in
celebration of international womens day.

MON13MAR
JULIET JACQUES READING + Q&A @ ARTSONE LECTURE THEATRE
18:00-20:00
Juliet will read from Trans: A Memoir and then be in conversation with
Sam McBean.
The event will conclude with an audience Q&A.
TUE14MAR
MARVIN GAYE CHETWYND & NINA POWER – CHAIRED BY MICHAEL
NEWMAN @ RCA
18:00-21:30
During the last academic year our Visual Cultures Lecture= series addressed
the theme of global transformations. The series facilitated discussions
between artists, historians, theorists and cultural critics. This year, in order
better to understand the context in which art is made and received, we plan
to extend the debate from our cultural and contextual awareness of global
change through a focused engagement on cultural identities – considering
such themes as national or cultural belonging, gender identities and the
politics of technology.
TUE14MAR
KILLJOYS AT WORK W/ PROFESSOR SARA AHMED @ MILL LANE
LECTURE THEATRES (CAMBRIDGE)
16:00-18:00
This panel has been set up to discuss shared feminist and anti-racist
projects of dismantling worlds as part of the launch of Sara Ahmed’s new
book, Living a Feminist Life. Ahmed uses the figure of the feminist killjoy
to describe the work of exposing the violence that is often hidden or
normalized as just the ways things are. The killjoy comes up whenever we
speak up: she is deemed to cause the violence she exposes.
TUE14MAR
RESEARCH IS A DRAG @ CHISENHALE DANCE SPACE
20:00
James and Charlie open up a conversation about the research and
development of ‘DRAG ON’, a performance looking at fantasy, queer identity
and posthumanism.
TUE14MAR
THE POWER OF COMMUNITIES: ACTIONISM, ACTIONS AND
STORYTELLING @ UAL CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS
16:00 – 18:00
Mike Jackson is the co-founder of Lesbians and Gays Support the Miners
1984/5, their story is told in the 2014 movie ‘Pride’, written by Stephen
Beresford and directed by Matthew Warchus. Join Mike and BA Performance
Design and Practice Lecturers Dr Andrea Zimmerman and Peter Bond as
they discuss the power of communities through actionism, actions and
storytelling.
WED15MAR
LIPSYNC1000 – HEAT 5 @ THE GLORY
20:00 (free)
London’s fiercest drag battle hosted by JONNY WOO and judged by media
personalities, artists and bonafide oddballs.
This competition is open to those with no experience as well as those with
experience.
WED15MAR
SEASONS OF LOVE: MATHILDA GREGORY & RUBYYY JONES
@ HACKEY ATTIC
19:00 (£10/£3)
A monthly social hosted by The Summer House Weekend.
Tonight, Mathilda Gregory will talk about fatness and fat bodies; then
Rubyyy Jones will offer a mini-workshop on how to shimmy and shake off
the patriarchy, while employing whatever energy and mode of femininity
you wanna bring within burlesque.
WED15MAR
TALK: JAMIE CREWE AND MASON LEAVER-YAP @ GASWORKS
19:00
Jamie Crewe discusses their practice with writer and curator Mason Leaver-Yap.
Mason Leaver-Yap works with artists to produce texts, exhibitions, and
events. Recent projects include work with Lizzie Borden, Scott Rogers, Leslie
Thornton, Lucy McKenzie and Atelier EB, Andrea Büttner, Moyra Davey, Pat
Hearn, Artists’ Campaign to Repeal the Eighth Amendment, Sharon Hayes,
Charlotte Prodger, James Richards, Pauline Boudry/Renate Lorenz, Marwa
Arsanios, and Renée Green. They live in Glasgow and Berlin.
WED15MAR
QUEER SPACE RESEARCH FORUM: INTERSECTIONALITY AND QUEER
LANGUAGE @ UCL
18:00 – 19:00
Join this cross-disciplinary conversation in queer and LGBT studies, featuring
John Gray (UCL Institute of Education) and Erez Levon (Queen Mary,
Department of Linguistics). Organised by qUCL in collaboration with the IAS.
THU16MAR
ON GENDERLESS FASHION @ LONDON COLLEGE OF FASHION
18:30 – 20:30
In conversation hosted by E-J Scott, curator of Museum of Transology
Exhibition at Fashion Space Gallery, London College of Fashion.
What is genderless fashion? Can it ever really exist? Is it really making a social
difference? And will the fashion industry ever overcome the binary gender
divide? Join a panel of radical designers to find out how they break down
fashion’s gender stereotypes with innovative design.
THU16MAR – SUN26MAR
BFI FLARE: LONDON LGBT FILM FESTIVAL @ BFI SOUTHBANK
The 31st edition of the Festival will open with the world premiere of Against
the Law and close with the international premiere of Signature Move.

THU16MAR
INTERCHANGEABLE BODIES @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
21:00 (£8)
Interchangeable Bodies is about figuring out what gender means to us,
where these perceptions come from and how they shape us. A huge
amount of what we do and experience uses male and female, masculine and
feminine, as a starting point. In this performance myself and the audience
will explore what these terms mean to different people and how we as
individuals relate to them (or don’t).
This performance is shaped by the people who take part in it.
It will continue to develop every time it is performed.
THU16MAR
VOLUME I: BLOOD @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
18.15 (£12/£15)
An orgasmic celebration of the functions, beautiful variety and overdue
ownership of the female body. Through physical explorations and a sharp
tongue, the Sisters of Eden turn the performance space into a battleground
whereby we break free from social and political prisons and birth a new
form of revolution – a female revolution.
FRI17MAR
DID YOU GET THAT FROM YOUR MOTHER? @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S
THEATRE
21:00 (£12/£10)
Welcome to the wonder rooms, a living Cabinet of Curiosities. Here,
Victorian velvet décor clashes with a desire for plastic, shiny new things.
Shiny breasts and button bottoms, plastic faces frozen to perfect pouts.
Designer vagina surgeons come into conversation with the most ancient
female exhibitionist Sheela-Na Gig whose vulva is carved from stone.
This is a live exhibition of The Cabinet of Curiosities, where one body
takes many curious forms. A mini historic romp through the female form
grotesquely squeezed into cabinets and jars displayed for all who wish to see.
SUN19MAR
RAZZMATAZZ VOL4: AN ALL FEMALE PERFORMANCE HAPPENING
@ ASYLUM & MAVERICK PROJECTS
14.00-21.30
We are gathering 12 female artists from all over the world, each facing their
own uncanny, to make a cultural, social, political or personal statement. We
are gathering artists standing up for their views and opinions, strong and
fearless intellectuals; artists who need and want change.
SUN19MAR
KUNTINUUM AND DKQI FESTIVAL (REBEL DYKES FUNDRAISER) @ DIY
SPACE FOR LONDON
18.00-23.00
Drag Kings, Queens and InBetweens Festival publicly celebrates the rainbow
diversity of transfolk , camp men, butch women, hairy bears, femme dykes
& muscle marys, bi-queers & St8 mates who love us - all are welcome at our
kiki.With special guest cabaret, drag, DJ’s and more they will be Recreating
the Drag In Yer (DIY) face rebelliousness and sexually subversive activism
that confronted Parliament over Section 28, fought for fair treatment of
people with HIV & AIDS and created porn and erotica for women by women
as a way of challenging sexism and cis/het feminist denial of lesbian/butch/
dyke/queer/trans sexual expression.
SUN19MAR
DISSECTING GENDER @ CANDID ARTS TRUST
13:00 – 17:00 (£7.50/£12.50)
If we accept that masculinity is a social construct and that it has dangerous
outcomes, what then does it mean about the constructions of femininity?
Do we then need to dissect gender, rather than just focusing on masculinity?
And where does race come into this?
In Dissecting Gender we will try to address some of these issues through
four workshops looking at media representations and violence against
women of colour, discussions about trans inclusivity, the construction of
femininity as well as the grounding patriarchy within its colonial context.
TUE21MAR – SUN26MAR
#IAMYEZIDI @ LACEY CONTEMPORARY GALLERY
#IamYezidi is a photographic exhibition exploring the hardships faced
by Yezidi women in Iraq. A minority community in the Middle East which has
been attacked by terrorist forces such as ISIS in horrific and degrading ways.
#IamYezidi explores the individual stories of these women who have often
escaped slavery or rescued their sons & daughters from ISIS capture.
WED22MAR
TENDER LOIN #8 - STEAKHOUSE LIVE @ TOYNBEE STUDIOS
19:30 (£8/£6)
Following on from the sell-out 2016 festival, Steakhouse Live continues its
Tender Loin performance events at Toynbee Studios into 2017.
Steakhouse Live is a DIY platform for radical performance practices. It’s
rough. It’s raw. Unpredictability is embraced. Work presented cuts across
performance art, theatre, visual art, cabaret, sculpture, dance, drag and
participatory performance.
WED22MAR
DRAGGING RIGHTS, QUEERING PUBLICS - REALNESS, SELF
FASHIONING AND THE MISS GAY WESTERN CAPE PAGEANT
@ GOLDSMITHS
15:00 - 17:00
Analysing the Miss Gay Western Cape (MGWC) pageant held annually in
Cape Town, I am seeking to unpack the methodological questions that
have arisen from my attempts to forge bridges between Western queer
theory and local articulations of gender identity and alternative sexualities,
the relationship between post-apartheid South African national identity
and global gay rights, new postcolonial directions in queer theory and the
sexual geographies of Cape Town that are bounded by race and economic
privilege.
THU23MAR
DREAM BABES : SPECTULATIVE FUTURES ZINE LAUNCH +
PERFORMANCE @ THE HORSE HOSPITAL
Dream Babes invites you to celebrate the launch of our printed matter, with
contributions from: Jay Bernard//Shu Lea Cheang//Evan Ifekoya//Jamila
Johnson-Small//Taylor le Melle//Eric Pussyboy//Raju Rage//Adam Saad//
Victoria Sin//Special Tears (Cassandre Greenberg + Christopher Kirubi)//
Zadie Xa
With performance by Jamila Johnson-Small + readings
THU23MAR
SCREENING: CINENOVA | NOW SHOWING @ GASWORKS
19:00 & 21:00 (£5/£3)
As part of Cinenova’s Now Showing series, Jamie Crewe presents a moving
image work from Cinenova’s collection alongside a work of their own.

FRI24MAR – SAT25MAR
GENDER AND PAIN IN MODERN HISTORY @ BIRKBECK
9:00 – 18:00
Women and men have long been thought to experience bodily sensations
including discomfort and pain in a variety of culturally and historically
specific ways: pain has routinely been gendered.
FRI24MAR
DISCOTHEQUE – AN EVENING OF PERFORMANCE @ BY OTHER MEANS
Arthur Astier & Natalie Wong
Cassandra Pear Mika
Gur Arie Piepskovitz A.k.a Jew-venile
Luisa Amorim
Maria Inkoo
Mengting Zhuo
The Real Maria Inkoo
Zoe tsavdarides & Lilian Biedler
With special participation of Graça Kotseva
SAT25MAR
CONFRONTING RAPE CULTURE: EXHIBITION @ MUSEUM OF FUTURES
Confronting Rape Culture proudly presents our first contemporary art
exhibition showing work from over 40 international artists. Through a range
of multi-media works, the show discusses how normalized misogynistic and
sexist behaviors provide the foundations for domestic abuse, rape, and
systematic oppression. The event includes film, performance, workshops,
writing, painting, sculpture and installation to open a broad and in-depth
conversation. It is supported by a series of publications created
by Confronting Rape Culture, printed by Sampson Low Ltd.
SAT25MAR
COVEN: REINCARNATION @ RESISTANCE GALLERY
21.00-23.30
When the flesh has rotted away and the bones have turned to dust in
the ground, the living spirit remains. It is reborn repeatedly, taking on
different forms as it seeks adventure and strives for its ultimate expression.
On Saturday the 25th March, run away to Resistance Gallery, check the
mundane world at the door, and join the wytches of C O V E N in a theatrical,
musical and ritualistic celebration of reincarnation!
TUE28MAR
CLUB DES FEMMES PRESENTS BEING RUBY RICH: !WOMEN ART
REVOLUTION @ BARBICAN CINEMA
18:30 (£9.50/£5)
As a warm up screening to our much anticipated Being Ruby Rich
season this June, we screen Lynn Hershman Leeson’s era defining
documentary !Women Art Revolution, doing exactly what the title says.
Through intimate interviews (including B Ruby Rich, The Guerilla Girls, Yoko
Ono), art and rarely seen archival film and video footage, !WAR reveals how
the Feminist Art Movement fused free speech and politics into an art that
radically transformed the culture of our times. With introductions by Club
des Femmes, Oreet Ashery: art revolutionary & Liv Wynter on behalf of
WHEREISANAMENDIETA.
FRI31MAR – SAT06MAY
NATHALIE DJURBERG & HANS BERG @ LISSON GALLERY
Djurberg and Berg’s latest claymation film, Delights of an Undirected
Mind (2016), is a cinematic stream of consciousness that follows the dreams
of a young girl. Accompanied by a new soundtrack composed by Hans
Berg, the dream-like sequence features a multitude of distorted characters,
who engage in seemingly innocent activities yet generally display infantile
and suggestive behaviour. The exhibition will also include a new sculptural
installation.

STILL SHOWING
TILL THU02MAR
MOONLIGHT @ THE ICA / GENESIS / RIO CINEMA
Ambitious in so many ways, Moonlight is the story of an African-American gay man growing up in a USA that is perhaps more
intolerant than ever. In his second feature following Medicine For Melancholy, writer-director Barry Jenkins successfully employs three different actors to portray the same character at three different ages. Charismatic newcomer Alex Hibbert plays
the naive schoolboy living with his emotionally unreliable addict mother, Ashton Sanders is the bullied teenager fully discovering his sexuality and American football star Trevante Rhodes gives a breakout performance as the confident drug-dealing
adult, a tribute to the role model who helped him endure his difficult upbringing.
Never less than riveting, Moonlight chronicles the life of a young black man from childhood to adulthood as he struggles to
find his place in the world.
TILL THU02MAR
HIDDEN FIGURES @HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE
(£12,50/£6,50)
Without three gifted mathematicians, America might not have put its first man into space in 1961. That they were also female
and black in a country where racial segregation still had a sour normalcy only adds piquancy to the story. Theodore Melfi’s
biopic Hidden Figures tells the uplifting tale of how these women helped make history. Played with great, often wry gusto by
Taraji P. Henson (The Karate Kid), Octavia Spencer (Fruitvale Station) and pop star Janelle Monáe, the trio are plucked from
numeric drudgery by a NASA systems boss (Kevin Costner) to help meet a timetable accelerated by presidential decree. As if
things weren’t already challenging enough, the women also face the routine prejudice of their work colleagues. Hidden Figures
deftly avoids clichéd melodrama to celebrate amazing achievements in a society in the throes of change.
TILL THU02MAR
20TH CENTURY WOMEN @HACKNEY PICTUREHOUSE
(£12,50/£6,50)
Writer-director Mike Mills (Beginners, Thumbsucker) draws from the well of personal experience for this Oscar-tipped tale of
a boy growing up in 1970s California. Single mum Dorothea (Bening) wants to do right by her teenage son, Jamie (Lucas Jade
Zumann). To this end she turns to two very different women, punk photographer Abbie (Gerwig) and 16-year-old rebel Julie
(Fanning), in the hope that they can teach him about life, love and freedom.
TILL SAT04MAR
LOOKING AT ONE THING AND THINKING SOMETHING ELSE: A GROUP SHOW IN 4 PARTS @ CARROLL/ FLETCHER
PART THREE: UNITED WE STAND. In the wake of Brexit, Donald J. Trump’s election as President of the United States, and the
ongoing refugee crisis, 2016 could be described as the year the outside world crashed in on contemporary art. In such uncertainty, the role of the artist seems more urgent than ever. United We Stand, the third part of Looking at one thing and thinking
of something else, brings together works that aren’t afraid to intervene in the political. From the poetic to the absurd, the
exhibition presents a variety of creative and critical approaches to resistance and the reimagining of a shared future.
TILL SAT04MAR
WHAT THE ARTIST SAW: ART INSPIRED BY THE LIFE AND WORK OF JOE ORTON @ MOCA LONDON, PECKHAM
MOCA London has invited three contemporary artists, David Lock, Louise Plant and Tim Youd, to make a new work reflecting
on Orton as part of the UK’s LGBT History Month. We will also be showing related material from the Orton Archive at the University of Leicester. MOCA will also display its first edition of Orton’s What the Butler Saw. The play premiered at the Queens
Theatre in 1969 and Tim Youd will perform in the theatre’s lobby for a week typing out the full play on a single sheet of paper.
TILL SAT04MAR
TWO MAN SHOW @ SOHO THEATRE
Following the sell-out success of their 2016 run, Fringe First Winners RashDash return with an award winning, genre-defying
new hit about gender, language and humankind.
TILL SAT04MAR
BUCKET LIST @ BATTERSEA ARTS CENTRE
The powerful story of one Mexican woman’s fight for justice, from the award-winning creators of Light, Ballad of the Burning
Star and Translunar Paradise. When her mother is murdered for protesting corporate and governmental corruption, Milagros
finds herself with only a bloodstained list of those responsible. Determined to make them pay, she embarks on a passionate
quest for justice, no matter the cost.
TILL SUN05MAR
RADICAL LOVE: FEMALE LUST @ THE CRYPT GALLERY
Frustrated with the burial of female voices across history, we found inspiration in those that rang out loud and proud across
the Arab world thousands of years ago.
The words of these poets challenge preconceptions of faith, of class, of the female experience long ago; they capture what it is
to relish life and living.
‘Female Lust’ showcases these breathtaking poems full of longing and lust, pride and defiance, all sublime in their intensity.
TILL SUN05MAR
GUERRILLA GIRLS: IS IT EVEN WORSE IN EUROPE? @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
The Guerrilla Girls revisit their 1986 poster “It’s Even Worse in Europe” in a new display at the Whitechapel Gallery. The project
is based on information gathered from museums across Europe about the representation of artists who are female, gender
non-conforming or from Africa, Asia, South Asia and South America.
TILL THU09MAR
LONDON’S AGITATORS AND PROTESTERS FOR EQUALITY 1880S-1980S @ CONWAY HALL
This course will provide information and tell stories from from a selection of these struggles that took place over a 100 year
period from the 1880s to the 1980s – from the struggles of women making matches in the Bryant and May factory to the mass
protests against apartheid outside South Africa House. It will attempt to illuminate how these struggles began, what they were
trying to achieve, how they recruited supporters and activists and what they did.
TILL SAT11MAR
URS FISCHER: THE KISS @ SADIE COLES
Urs Fischer’s 2017 exhibition at Sadie Coles HQ will centre on a large-scale replica of Auguste Rodin’s The Kiss, cast in white
Plasticine. The famous image of embracing lovers will morph and fragment over the course of the exhibition through the interventions of visitors, who will be free to remould the Plasticine at will. The image of an entwined couple also appears in a group
of four new paintings, in which the artist uses classic movie stills as stock visual formulae – found images to be disrupted and
redeployed.
TILL SUN12MAR
ALEX BACZYNSKI-JENKINS @ CHISENHALE
For his new commission at Chisenhale Gallery, Alex Baczynki-Jenkins presents a choreography that unfolds across the duration
of the exhibition.
Episodes:
The Symptom, Thursday 2 February, 7pm
The Swell, Thursday 16 February, 7pm
The Hole Together, Thursday 2 March, 7pm
SUN12MAR
ALEX BACZYNSKI-JENKINS @ CHISENHALE
Chisenhale Gallery presents The tremble, the symptom, the swell and the hole together, a new body of work and the largest
commission to date by London and Warsaw-based artist and choreographer Alex Baczynski-Jenkins.
The work traces queer affinities across social practices, art forms and timeframes, in which bodies simultaneously experience
pleasure and deficit. Here, dance, gesture, sound and spoken word contribute to an embodied vocabulary through which the
performers navigate intimate and fragmentary exchanges, reflecting on the edges of subjectivity, corporeality and representation.
TILL SUN12MAR
UNDRESSED: A BRIEF HISTORY OF UNDERWEAR @ V&A MUSEUM
One of underwear’s primary roles is to support, firm and shape the body to create the ideal body shape and substructure for
the latest fashions. The exhibition will explore dress reformers and designers such as Paul Poiret, who argued for the beauty
of the natural body, as well as entrepreneurs, inventors and innovators who have played a critical role in the development of
increasingly more effective and comfortable underwear. On display will be over 200 objects for men and women together with
fashion plates, photographs and film, advertisements and packaging to introduce changing concepts of the ideal body.
TILL SAT18MAR
LAURA OLDFIELD FORD: ALPHA/ISIS/EDEN @ THE SHOWROOM
The Showroom’s neighbourhood of Church Street is an area largely untouched by gentrification, but now on the cusp of transformation, with a host of new developments and housing schemes planned, including a major regeneration initiative called
The Futures Plan. Alpha, Isis and Eden are the names of three of the housing blocks local to The Showroom that are proposed
for radical redevelopment.
TILL SAT18MAR
CONCRETE JUNGLE @ ANNA KULTYS GALLERY
Concrete Jungle, an exhibition featuring video works curated by Alexandra White. Set within the iconic concrete architecture
of the Brazilian Modernist architect Oscar Niemeyer, the works on view explore the physical and psychological boundaries
between the human and architectural body within the specific context of Brazil.
TILL SUN19MAR
GHISLAINE LEUNG: THE MOVES @ CELL PROJECT SPACE
The Moves, comprises of two newly commissioned bodies of work incorporating text, sound and large scale structures. Neither medium specific nor conceptually predetermined, Leung uses an expanded range of materials to amplify, distend and
fold together mutual dependencies of work and context.
TILL SAT25MAR
TIM NOBLE AND SUE WEBSTER: STICKS WITH DICKS AND SLITS @ BLAIN SOUTHERN
Tim Noble and Sue Webster return to Blain|Southern London to present a new body of sculptural works. In their third
exhibition with the gallery, STICKS WITH DICKS AND SLITS, the duo present pairs of giant self-portraits. These stickfigures are
sculpted in twisted bronze, an entirely new method for the artists.
TILL SUN26MAR
JAMIE CREWE: FEMALE EXECUTIONER @ GASWORKS
Comprising newly commissioned video, sculpture, print, and text-based works, the exhibition focuses on French writer Rachilde’s Monsieur Venus: A Materialist Novel. Exploring what is at stake in historical reclamation, Female Executioner investigates
what happens when a queer, transfeminine artist tries to touch, reflect on, or rehabilitate an historical work of fiction which
seems to offer them ancestry.
TILL SUN26MAR
AMIE SIEGEL: STRATA @ SOUTH LONDON GALLERY
For her first solo show in London, New York-based artist Amie Siegel presents recent works exploring the mechanisms
through which objects and materials become imbued with value.
TILL MON27MAR
PILVI TAKALA @ PUMP HOUSE GALLERY
Pump House Gallery presents an exhibition of new and existing works by Pilvi Takala. In her complex and rich practice Takala
confuses the space of exactly what the work is, whether a performance, a video, a sculpture or the space left behind after one
of her interactions. Operating outside usual artistic settings Takala uses disguise to engage with aspects of society that seem
to make little sense other in structural ways. She negotiates these social and political terrains to reveal facades within systems
of culture.
TILL SUN02APR
RETROSPECTIVE OF ROBERT RAUSCHENBERG @ TATE MODERN
Tate Modern will present the first posthumous retrospective of Robert Rauschenberg, also his first comprehensive exhibition
in the UK for almost thirty-five years. Co-organised with MoMA in New York, each chapter of Rauschenberg’s long career will be
represented by important works, among which will be a stellar selection of his legendary Combines – hybrids between painting
and sculpture – as well as his graphic screen prints whose depiction of the assassinated US president John F Kennedy signal
the artist’s early commitment to political activism.
TILL SUN02APR
ART NOW RACHEL MACLEAN: WOT U :-) ABOUT? @ TATE BRITAIN
Rachel Maclean is a Glasgow-based multi-media artist who creates artificial visions using green-screen technology. Within her
fantastical settings Maclean parodies fairy tales, children’s television programmes, beauty product advertising, internet videos,
and pop culture playing all the extravagantly costumed characters herself. At once seductive and nightmarish, glossy and
grotesque, her films destabilise power dynamics and consumer desires.
TILL SUN16APR
HELEN JOHNSON: WARM TIES @ ICA
Warm Ties is a solo exhibition of Australian artist Helen Johnson, in collaboration with Artspace, Sydney. Johnson weaves and
overlays historical and contemporary signifiers creating points of tension and reflection through the medium of painting. In
this exhibition, the complex colonial relationship between Australia and Britain is dealt with on the level of the body, using
large-scale paintings mounted to a structure that zigzags through the space.
TILL SUN16APR
SONIA BOYCE: WE MOVE IN HER WAY @ ICA
Sonia Boyce presents a new body of work created especially for the ICA. We move in her way involves the exploratory vocal
and movement performances of Elaine Mitchener, Barbara Gamper and her dancers Eve Stainton, Ria Uttridge and Be van
Vark, with an invited audience. A multi-media installation has been generated from the documentation of their open-ended
live performance. The title of the work suggests two possible readings: that ‘she’ dictates our movements; or that we obstruct
‘hers’, with both interpretations suggesting power is at play.
TILL SAT22APR
MAKING JAMAICA: PHOTOGRAPHY FROM THE 1890S @ RIVINGTON PLACE
From the 1890s onwards, domestic and international firms photographed the people, architecture and landscape of Jamaica.
Many of these original Victorian prints and lantern slides have never been shown in the UK.
TILL SAT22APR
MUSEUM OF TRANSOLOGY @ FASHION SPACE GALLERY
10:00 – 18:00
The Museum of Transology is the largest and boldest display of trans artefacts and photographic portraiture ever displayed in
the UK. This highly intimate exhibition will challenge the idea that gender is fixed, binary and biologically determined by exploring how the artefacts helped fashion self-shaped gender identities.
The display will feature photography by Bharat Sikka and Sharon Kilgannon, My Genderation films by Fox Fisher and Lewis
Hancox, Sexing the Transman and Mr Angel documentaries by adult film star Buck Angel, behind the scenes footage from
Born Risky by Grayson Perry.Collected and curated by E-J Scott, and made possible by those who donated their stories and
personal objects.
TILL SUN23APR
RICHARD MOSSE: INCOMING @ THE BARBICAN, CURVE GALLERY
Classed as part of advanced weapons systems under International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), Mosse has been using
this export controlled camera against its intended purpose, to create an artwork about the refugee crisis unfolding in the
Aegean Sea, off the coast of Libya, in Syria, the Sahara, the Persian Gulf, and other locations.
TILL SAT29APR
WHITE PEOPLE THINK I’M RADICAL @ ARCADIA MISSA
The exhibition is the friendship the friendship is the exhibition.
Arcadia Missa presents an exhibition of new works by artists Hamishi Farah and Aria Dean. The two artists, working in different modes and mediums and living across the globe from each other, approach the problems, possibilities, and violences of
portraiture. In reflecting the gaze upon which he is seen, Farah paints himself, while Dean’s scattered sculptural and moving
image-based works take a different route and delve into the formation of identity through various intersecting histories. Both
artists are questioning what is representable and how to represent, through this the exhibition also becomes a non-record of
their friendship, a stretching of their muscles, an instantiation of the connectedness of diasporic blackness.
TILL SAT13MAY
PROJECT SPACE: SOHEILA SOKHANVARI, PARADISE LOST @ JERWOOD SPACE
New work by Soheila Sokhanvari, a series of 20 framed drawings on paper in crude oil and gold . Born in Iran and now living in
London, these works draw on Soheila Sokhanvari’s personal history in order to explore how political events in the Middle East
might have wider implications in the West.
TILL SUN11JUN
WOLFGANG TILLMANS @ TATE MODERN
What are we to make of the world in which we find ourselves today? Contemporary artist Wolfgang Tillmans offers plenty of
food for thought. This is Wolfgang Tillmans’s first ever exhibition at Tate Modern and brings together works in an exciting variety of media – photographs, of course, but also video, digital slide projections, publications, curatorial projects and recorded
music – all staged by the artist in characteristically innovative style.

OPEN CALLS
DEADLINE SUN05MAR
I/MAGES OF TOMORROW: ENVISIONING BLACK FUTURES, POC FUTURES, QUEER & TRANS FUTURES, FEMINIST
FUTURES TO BE HELD 2-4 JUNE 2017 @ GOLDSMITHS, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The conference is hosted by the Centre for Feminist Research at Goldsmiths and is supported by the Centre for Cultural Studies and the Centre for Postcolonial Studies.More information can be found on the conference website.
DEADLINE WED15MAR
GENDER AND SEXUALITIES IN (POST)SOVIET/ (POST)SOCIALIST MUSIC, THEATER AND VISUAL ARTS (19-20 APRIL
2017) @ESTONIAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC AND THEATRE, TALLINN
This international, interdisciplinary seminar, hosted by the Estonian Academy of Music and Theatre and GSCSA, will seek to
explore performativity and representations of gender and sexuality in music, theatre and visual arts before and after the fall
of Iron Curtain but also in (post)Socialist area in general.
DEADLINE FRI31MAR
LIVE WORKS PERFORMANCE ACT AWARD_VOL.5
LIVE WORKS is a platform dedicated to live contemporary practices that contribute to deepening and broadening the idea of
performance, following the current evolution of performance and its styles. This platform aims to measure the concreteness
of performance in the real world, investigating the double of nature of LIVE - in person and alive - highlighting those moments
in which performance integrates with the dynamics of life.
DEADLINE FRI31MAR
OPEN CALL FOR TRANSITIONAL STATES: HORMONES ART & SCIENCE
We are inviting artists to submit existing work or to create new videos or performances for video that explore hormones, medical technologies, sexuality, gender and body modifications. We are particularly interested in the relations and interactions
between hormones and transsexuality, non-binary genders, intersexuality, physical alterations, birth control, fertility, menopause, sexology and performance enhancement to boost both athletic and sexual performances. Videos will be exhibited in
a touring exhibition. Programme funded by Wellcome Trust.
DEADLINE MON01MAY
QUEER LIVES PAST AND PRESENT: INTERROGATING THE LEGAL (29 NOVEMBER 2017) @ BIRKBECK, UNIVERSITY
OF LONDON
2017 marks the fiftieth anniversary of the passing of the Sexual Offences Bill, which partially decriminalised male homosexual
acts in England and Wales. But what is the position of legal reform in the field of queer history? Above all, we are interested in
how the legal affected, and continues to affect, everyday queer lives.
DEADLINE FRI05MAY
FWSA STUDENT ESSAY COMPETITION
To encourage a new generation of feminist scholars, the FWSA sponsors an annual student essay competition for work which
is innovative, interdisciplinary and grounded in feminist theory and practice. The top seven entries will be judged by our
judging panel and will be published in the Journal of International Women’s Studies. In addition, the winner will receive a year’s
free FWSA membership.
DEADLINE FRI03MAR
OH YES OH NO WORKSHOP
As part of the research and process for my new show OH YES OH NO, I’ll be running a series of workshops around the subject
matter. If you’d like to be involved, read on... ‘I don’t know the question, but sex is definitely the answer.’ Joan Rivers
ABOUT THE WORKSHOP:Recently I’ve been thinking a lot about what turns me on, and the politics of desire: how it is performed, and how we can understand it in our current political climate. I want to know if I can own my turn-ons in an empowered way, and begin to untangle it from the narrative of heteronormative desire that patriarchal culture weaves for us.
This is a workshop for those who want to get to know more about their own desire, in a safe space. I’m inviting you on a
journey of sexual exploration with me: two days of no-hold-barred questioning, sharing, and discussing of all things S-E-X. The
workshops will be approached the way I approach my own work, with a mixture of exercises to include: meditative exercises,
writing, reading, and a lot of discussion. There will also be opportunities to be part of my new show OH YES OH NO (for those
who wish), which I’m currently making and revolves around this research area.
DEADLINE MON13MAR
DEADLINE CALL FOR PROPOSALS FOR DIY 14: 2017 @ LADA
DIY is an opportunity for artists working in Live Art to conceive and run unusual research, training and professional
development projects for themselves and other artists.
DEADLINE FRI17MAR
OPEN CALL TO ARTISTS: NASTY WOMEN EXHIBITON (CAMBRIDGE)
Imagine how placards in a demonstration create a chorus of voices.
Imagine you are one of those voices and what you’d want to say.
In the spirit of resistance we’re putting out a call for ARTISTS’ PLACARDS to be exhibited as part of a group show Nasty Women
Cambridge. We welcome work from anyone who identifies with being a Nasty Woman. We want Nasty Women artists of all
ages, races, religions, sexual orientations, gender or non-gender identifications, economic backgrounds. We want this exhibition to include a spectacular diverse rainbow of Nasty Women so please spread the word.
The exhibition will run from 21st – 30th April 2017.
Exhibited artworks will be sold to raise money for a local women’s charity. Works will be pinned to the wall. Artworks will not
be returned. Exhibition organised by the Congress for the Defence of Culture (Idit Nathan & Sarah Wood), Eliza Gluckman and
Seana Wilson.
DEADLINE FRI31MAR
OPEN CALL FOR WRITING AND ART PIECES @ LADYBEARD MAGAZINE
Ladybeard is going back to glossy basics with a Beauty Issue. Moving away from the pure, pale and palatable, this issue will
embrace diversity and contradiction. We’re looking for writing and art that explores beauty as threat, power, subjection and inspiration – that celebrates the ‘superficial’ and re-imagines the sublime. We make and unmake ourselves in the image of what
our culture finds beautiful - send us work that gives us new eyes.
DEADLINE SAT01APR
HYSTERIA: CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
With this in mind HYSTERIA invites submissions for our next issue of the HYSTERIA periodical exploring the concept of ‘power’
in a feminist context. We are looking for radical and boundary-breaking feminist works including poetry, testimonies, essays,
comments, photography, performances, paintings, opinions, excerpts objections and all mediums of expression in line with
our manifesto.
DEADLINE SUN30APR
OPEN CALL FORM LFFF
London Feminist Film Festival is back for 2017, with its 5th edition of the festival!
Submit your film to LFFF2017.

